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Winter is slowly winding down and hopefully Spring will bring new

hope to this uncertain time we are currently facing with the global

pandemic.

 

This quarter we focused on some local partnerships. We reached out

to the elementary school and partnered with the 4th & 5th grade

students to celebrate Elizabeth Peratrovich Day in a really special

way. We also decided to go local with our next exhibit and feature a

Quilt Show during the month of March. 

 

When we closed our facility in March due to the virus, we decided to

put a virtual tour of our museum on our website!
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Friends of the Museum

The Friends of the Museum supports the
activities and acquisitions of the Wrangell
Museum through advocacy, fundraising,

special programming and activities.
Foremost will be efforts to maintain the
stability and preservation of Wrangell's

history, secure grants, promote a volunteer
program and join in the partnership with the

Wrangell Museum and its staff.

The Nolan Center said goodbye to Cocoa Massin at
the end of February. Although it's sad to see her go

we are happy for her new opportunity at City Market.
Cocoa will be greatly missed!

Thank you Cocoa for all your
years of hard work!

Kiara re-joined

the team in March!
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The Wrangell Quilt Show opened
on March 5th, 2020 and it was
intended to close on March 31st
but due to our facility closure 
The Wrangell Quilt Show will

remain open for a period of time
when the facility re-opens.

In the meantime you can view
the amazing quilts made by our

talented local artists on our
website and The Nolan Center

Facebook page .
 

The Wrangell Quilt Show

Thank you to the Stikine
Stitchers and The Friends of

the Museum for your
efforts in making this

exhibit possible. A special
thank you to Michael Bania
and Chris Ellis for the hours
put into hanging the quilts

with our staff.
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MUSEUM Exhibit

 

A Legacy of Stitches

Sandra E. Andersen

 

A Legacy of Stitches is what we leave behind;

the imprint of our very soul that lasts beyond our time.

 

The heart that quilts knows, oh, so well the peace that can be found,

as needle meets with fabric, for there is no sweeter sound.

 

Whether quiet piecing done by hand or on our sewing machine,

there’s rhythm to our stitches as we sew along each seam.

 

Those stitches tell the story of our lives as they unfold as we think of

quilts that Grandma made with stories left untold.

 

The humdrum of our daily lives grows elegant and grand,

when we start to cut the pieces, then stitch the fabric in our hands.

 

And whatever is the reason for the quilts we piece and sew,

and whoever is the maker, there is one thing that we know.

 

Each quilt is full of memories, and is a treasured thing.

If quilts could talk, imagine how some quilts would surely sing!

 

For some quilts are sewn in happy times and others when we’re sad,

and some are sewn in laughter and others when we’re mad.

 

Some are sewn to warm us, and some sewn just for fun,and some are

“works in progress” that never quite get done!

 

Some quilts are sewn for beauty, a quilt made just for “show"

but the heart of the true quilter is the one who really knows.

 

That no matter how the quilt is stitched, we leave our mark in time.

This Legacy of Stitches is what we leave behind.
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Sept. 2020, Vol 1 Weekly Newsletter for Teachers in El Dorado CountyMUSEUMSpotlight
Our spotlight falls on an amazing item in the collection, a

full-sized Japanese Samurai warriors helmet. It is made of

shining brass and features sword shaped crests mounted in

front.  Angry looking tigers guard panels on each side of the

visor.  Large colorful tassels and elaborately painted designs

help complete the bold statement.  So why is it part of the

Wrangell Museum collection?  Like every museum object,

background makes all the difference.  

The story goes back to Oct 8, 1977.  That night the Wrangell

Lions Club was presented with this helmet on behalf of the

Lions Club of Akihabara, Japan.  The gift from across the ocean

followed a 12-15 foot totem pole carved by Tom Ukas of

Wrangell.  It had been sent to the 1960's Tokyo Lions

convention on behalf of the 49th (Alaska) Lions district.  The

totem pole and its story was transported on a lumber ship

which had taken on cargo at the Wrangell mill.  It was placed on

permanent display in a Tokyo children's park.  The Samurai

helmet was presented to President Mike Bell and other Lions

members at a dinner at the Stikine Inn. It is now on permanent

loan in our museum.  Many Japanese gifts can be seen

displayed around Wrangell today, remembering the bonds made

when our Wrangell sawmill made regular shipments to Japan.

Garnet Ledge is a vein of almandine in mica schist, featuring partially formed, and sometimes complete 36 sided garnets. 

The property is located a few miles northeast of Wrangell Island near the mouth of the Stikine River.  The first recorded

mining claim for the deposit was filed in 1881.  In 1907 an all woman development company operated the site.  This

company named Alaska Garnet Mining and Manufacturing marketed such things as garnet hat pins and watch fobs,

remaining somewhat active until the 1930s.  Wrangell garnets are generally not gemstone quality, they fracture easily. 

 Garnet sand or “dust” has been most widely marketed as an abrasive for sandpaper and as a parting compound for foundry

work.   Today the deposit is owned by the children of Wrangell because of the generous donation in 1962 by then-owner

Fred Hanford.  It is held in trust by the First Presbyterian Church with the intention that only the children of Wrangell can

profit from garnet sales. Their sale booths can be seen near ferry and tour boat docks every summer.

Japanese Samurai Helmet

Wrangell Garnet Ledge
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Making Alaska Better… For All

MUSEUMLobby Displays

Martin Luther King Day and Elizabeth Peratrovich

Day was inspiration for a new exhibit that rolled out

in February.  It focused on Alaskan civil rights

leaders, their issues, and their accomplishments. 

 Founders of important Native Alaskan programs

such as health care, housing, language studies, and

environmental protection rules were also

acknowledged.  History of the principal Native

Alaskan organizations behind the civil rights

movement was examined.  Alaska Native

Brotherhood (ANB) and Alaska Native Sisterhood

(ANS) have successfully lobbied the legislature

since their formation in 1912 and 1914.  Their

achievments in racial equality, desegregation, anti-

discrimination, and land settlement compensation

built the Alaska we all enjoy today.  The display

included  images of the Elizabeth Peratrovich $1

coin to become available later this year, the book

“Fighter in Velvet Gloves” by Annie Boochever, and

a copy of the inspiring poster “We Can Do It!” by

Dillingham artist Apayo Moore.
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We started the new year with a
display appropriately called, Old
Calendars and Polar Bears- It’s A
Wrangell Thing…!  With  featured
calendars from our collection, we
remember exclusively Wrangell
businesses or local fundraiser
calendar projects starting in 1912 to
the most recent 2010 example. 
Many have vividly colorful photos
that generate a lot of interest with
our local community.  Two
examples are from the 1970's
lumber and pulp mill.  It was a
major economic engine of the
time, and completely gone today. 
A more recent calendar is called
Men of Wrangell, a fun look at
various guys from around town
hard at work (and play).  Each New
Year’s Day the informal and daring
Wrangell Polar Bears wade out into
Shoemaker Harbor for a 1 minute
dip.  An enthusiastic support
group waits on shore with
warming fires and plenty of hot
chocolate.  Some photos from
these times past are sprinkled
among the old calendars to add a
bit of cool comedy.

Old Calendars &

Polar Bears
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The Iditarod Trail Sled Dog race might be a
distance away from Wrangell but not its
appeal.  Followers here eagerly look forward
to March each year for the big event and stay
tuned to daily progress reports.  This is a great
time to bring out a display of Wrangell
Museum’s large collection of Iditarod posters
by artist Jon Van Zyle.  Our antique exhibit
case has just enough space for the 5 featured
examples.  The display includes the Mushers
roster and this year’s Anchorage to Nome trail
route, then somehow a few husky puppies
from the Museum gift shop found a good spot
right in front.  As the theme suggests, Good
Luck Mushers 2020!
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Celebrating Iditarod 2020
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Ever wonder how the museum processes your donation?  A condensed answer would go
something like this.  If it is made of organic materials, it visits the freezer for freeze/thaw
cycles, and waits in a quarantine area.  This prevents unseen pest invasion into our collection.  
The donation is assigned a unique reversible catalog number, which is affixed in a manner
appropriate for its composition.  It is gently cleaned if necessary, then described,
photographed, measured, its providence recorded, condition accessed, and storage location
is all entered in our digital data base.  If the donation needs special physical support, it
receives custom housing.  Examples include rolled storage tubes for large textiles, protective
sleeves for photos and archives, possibly archival boxes with custom supports or padding for
smaller textiles and fragile objects.  Some donations are in sound condition and can be
simply stored on cushioned shelving or hung on padded hangers.  Framed two-dimensional
art is placed on our new sliding cable hanging system.  Wrangell Museum has a variety of
mobile display cases in the exhibit gallery and lobby areas.  They allow us to rotate the stored
collection into public view on a regular basis.  The museum gratefully accepts donations
relating to Wrangell history and culture.  We encourage you to contact Wrangell Museum at
907-874-3770 if you are considering a donation.

MUSEUMAccessions
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What happens to my donation?



MUSEUMAccessions
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A beautiful walrus tusk pendant in the original
gift box was generously donated to Wrangell
Museum by Stephanie Counts of Elk Grove,
California.  This ivory piece can be seen on
permanent display in our exhibit gallery Trading
Post Store.  The necklace seemed to immediately
fit right in.  A wonderful bonus is the original gift
box included with this donation.  The box came
from a prominent front street business operating
many years in Wrangell, known as W.C. Waters
Curios Bear Totem Store, and helps document
when and where her relative made the purchase.

Donations

Stephanie Counts- Walrus ivory slab necklace in original gift box from W.C. Waters Bear
Totem Store.
Alicia Armstrong- 1970s era rotary dial desktop telephone, 1920s Tapper Hut style
reproduction.
Olga Norris- Photo album of prints and negatives documenting WRG Museum move
from original building, large quartz crystal.

Thank you to our generous donors this quarter:
 

 

Addition to our Collection

Wrangell Museum collects materials relating to the history and culture of our area, in safekeeping for
the future.  These donations and occasional loans are then made available for educational viewing and
research.  We are grateful for the contributions made this winter quarter 2020.  If you are interested in
donating objects to the Wrangell Museum, contact us at 907-874-3699, Director Cyni Crary.

Ivory pendant from Waters Store

Loans

Bruce & Darlene Harding- Watercolor painting “3 Frog Totem” by Mark Wheeler.



MUSEUMAccessions

The large majority of photographs that are donated to the museum do not have information
on people, date or location included on image. A special thank you goes out to those people in
Wrangell that have included the “full” information or have later researched and confirmed
persons and locations. There are several local people who have been involved with the
museum for decades, whose input and information is irreplaceable!
 
People who have been working on the archive for many years have familiarized themselves
with Wrangell history, Tracy Churchill, who started working on the digital photo archive 18
years ago with Ken Mason, learned a lot about photo identification. However, although she
has been working on the collection for several years, the collection is ever-evolving with new
people to identify and further information subject matter. Tracy plans to build a portfolio
including identification of local persons, at least up to 1940 to assist in identification of
photographs in the future.
 
We have a great appreciation for local Wrangell authors who have done extensive research on
historical photographs for publications about local business, industry and historical events,
all add to the unique place we call home.
 
 If you can remember to label your photographs (if you are one that still prints photographs)
if you have a collection from the past, or present, that will be much appreciated by people in
the future.
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About The Digital Archives

Is there a Wrangell subject you would like to see more
information or possible photographs included in the
next newsletter, please submit your suggestions. 

 
Thank you, 

 Tracy Churchill
Photo Archives



MUSEUMHighlight

This March was all about bringing the The Nolan Center Museum online.
We released part one of the museum 360° virtual tour.

 
 With just a click of your mouse and you can move around this section of the

gallery. If something catches your eye you can even zoom in for detail! 
 

We have also been featuring the Natural History portion of the museum online
for everyone to explore. Skulls and birds are always fun for the little ones to

check out and try to guess what each one is!
 

If you would like to join in on the fun visit our website:
https://www.nolancenter.org/museum-virtual-tour.html

or our Facebook page:
The Nolan Center - Museum & Civic Center
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The Museum Virtual Tour



EVENTSWinter
The Eskimo Ninja

Nick Hanson also know as the Eskimo
Ninja from the show American Ninjas

came to Wrangell to share his
motivational presentation and challenge

the audience to some seal hop.
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This year Vincent Balansag & Rich Einert were
awarded Citizen of the Year, Jing O'Brien
received Young Leader, Jenn Yancey was

awarded Educator of the Year and
Groundswell received Business of the Year.  

Wrangell Chamber of Commerce Dinner

  Ready, Set, Grow!

The first event in this years Chautauqua Series
"Ready, Set, Grow!" featuring local gardeners to

answer your gardening questions. A very popular
subject for this time of year when people are
getting ready to start their vegetable starts!



EVENTSWinter

Eli Michael & Crossings teamed up
together to show the movie Paper Tigers
at The Nolan Center. Paper Tigers follows

a high school that radically changed its
approach of disciple to break the cycle of
poverty, violence & disease that affects

families

Before Derek Peterson retired Wrangell was
lucky enough to host Derek one last time!
Derek spent two days at The Nolan Center
inspiring both the adults and youth in our

community to appreciate the value of support
through relationships.

Derek Peterson

Tax Aid

This season the residents of Wrangell had
many opportunities to receive help with their
taxes. AARP of Wrangell was available for tax
aid every Saturday from 1pm to 5pm. Tlingit

and Haida spent a day at the facility with their
Volunteer Income Tax Help Program.

Paper Tigers
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EVENTSWinter

Our open house celebration honoring
Elizabeth Peratrovich was such a pleasure.
Many thanks to Virginia Oliver and the JOM

dancers, Sandy Churchill, and Laura Davies’ 5th
grade students! We celebrated local culture by
showcasing the students beautiful art in which

they incorporated FlipGrid videos using QR
codes that provided a video timeline of

Elizabeth Peratrovich’s life. Each dancer, elder
and student received one of the

commemorative coins!
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Elizabeth Peratrovich Day



EVENTSWinter
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Wrangell Quilt Show 
Open House
The Nolan Center in

collaboration with the Stikine
Stitchers and The Friends of the

Museum put together the
Wrangell Quilt Show. To

celebrate all the hard work and
countless hours that went into
each quilt we hosted an Open

House event to gather the
community! Many of the quilt
makers were in attendance to
share their amazing stories on

how their quilts came to be. Each
quilt is more than just fabric and

string, the quilt represents a
story or memory that is then

passed down through the
generations.



THEATERHighlights

 

A Beautiful Day in the

Neighborhood

Jumanji : The Next Level

Spies in Disguise

Star Wars: The Rise of

Skywalker

Bad Boys For Life

Dolittle

Sonic The Hedgehog

The Call of the Wild
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Movies played this

winter

THE NOLAN CENTER
THEATER PRESENTS:

In one year how many large &

small popcorn buckets were

sold?

Trivia 

In 2019 what movie was most

attended?

Large popcorn - 1,685 buckets

Small popcorn - 1,124 buckets

Answers

Aladdin

Watch new movies at home
We are ending the Winter season with quarantine. Not a new box office hit but our

new reality.  Thankfully, Universal Studios is bringing the theater to your home!

You can now stream brand new Universal movies from most online movie

applications ( fees do apply). Be on the look out for Trolls World Tour which

premiers April 10th.

What candy gets dropped on

the theater floor the most?

Nerds



GIFT SHOPFeatured Books

Discover the fascinating secrets of Southeast
Alaska's Natural World with this visually stunning

book. Learn how lupines "communicate" with
bumblebees, or why western toads are disappearing
from Southeast Alaska and how bald eagles care for
their young. This book is easy to read and chalk full
of information. Anyone interested in Alaska and its

wildlife will truly enjoy this book.  

Wrangell's very own Michael Bania is the Author and Illustrator of the Kumak
collection. The three book series follows Kumak and his family who live in the Arctic.

Each book has its own lesson to learn which is inspired by Eskimo traditional
folktales. The Kumak series is a must for every young child's personal library.

Fighter In Velvet Gloves is the biography of
Elizabeth Peratrovich who despite adversity

never gave up as she struggled for equality. This
book is written for young adults who will be

able to identify with Elizabeth during her battle
for Civil Rights. This book is truly inspiring!

Southeast Alaska's
Natural World
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Kumak Series 

Fighter In Velvet Gloves



Friends of the Museum

Membership
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Name

Mailing Address

City, State, Zip

Phone Number

Email

 

Contact Information

Membership Options

A Note From the President...

Newsletter Issue 3

 

Spring is here just barely. Winter seems determined to hang on

and on. But look around! There are bulbs popping up and soon

our town will be in full bloom again. Unfortunately we are all

sequestering at home and praying that Wrangell will be spared

from this terrible disease. So plans for the spring activities

planned by the Friends have been put on hold!

 

We had only just helped with the opening of the beautiful quilt

show on Friday, March 6th, with lots of delicious cookies thanks

to our members, when the following week, the Nolan Center

closed its doors to help prevent the spread of the virus.

 

The Friends also held what was to be the first of several

Wrangell gardening information meetings which was planned to

culminate with the highly anticipated Garden Tour scheduled

for the weekend of June 20th. However, with the uncertainty of

everything right now, we will just have to cross our fingers to

see if that becomes possible this year.

 

Those who attended the “Ready, Set, Grow!” meeting had much

to share and  learn about growing flowers, veggies, berries and

trees but we were only able to scratch the surface. Kathy

Appleman, Alice Rooney and Katherine Ivy shared their local

growing experiences. The attendees were eager for their

gardening tips and expertise and voiced enthusiasm for more

meetings of this type. Kathy also brought some seedlings of

plants she uses in her hanging baskets that we sold for a small

donation for the Friends. Kathy had very helpful information on

dirt and soil preparation so at least we can get our gardens

started.

 

Be sure to check out the quilts of Wrangell’s talented quilters at

the Nolan Center website. Hope to see all of you around town

soon. In the meantime stay safe.

 

 

Michael Bania, President of the Friends of the Museum

 

If you're not already a
member, you might
consider this an invitation
to become a Friend of the
Wrangell Museum. 

INDIVIDUAL - $25

FAMILY - $50

CONTRIBUTOR - $100

BENEFACTOR - $500+

 
Payment Options

Send Membership Checks to:
Friends of the Wrangell Museum

P.O. Box 34
Wrangell, AK  99929

NOLAN CENTERFriends of the Museum



NOLAN CENTERUpcoming Events
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